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Abstract
The number of times a crop can be harvested on a cleared parcel of forest land (CPFL) before
this land must be fallowed is dependent on the decision to use or not to use fertilizers to
enhance soil fertility. As such, we first construct a theoretical model of fertilizer use by a
swidden cultivator when this cultivator can choose whether or not to enhance soil fertility by
using fertilizers. Second, we analyze two different policies (fertilizer use and no fertilizer
use) for overseeing the problem of soil fertility deterioration on the CPFL. Finally, we
identify a particular likelihood function and we show that whether the problem of soil
fertility impairment is best addressed with a fertilizer use policy or with a no fertilizer use
policy depends essentially on this likelihood function.
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1. Introduction
Small-scale farmers in most tropical developing countries practice swidden or slash-and-burn
agriculture. There are five key stages in the swidden cycle.1 First, large forest trees are cut down by
the farmer, the debris is cleared, and the cut growth is burned. The burning of the forest vegetation
clears the ground for planting and releases vital nutrients. As the burned vegetation decomposes, the
organic levels in the soil rise and this enhances the soil’s fertility. Second, before rains cause soil
erosion and before the ash bed can be blown or leached away, planting begins. This generally involves
the dropping of seeds into shallow holes made by dibble sticks. Third, with the onset of the rainy
season, systematic precipitation leads to speedy plant growth. This speedy growth is sometimes
accompanied by the concurrent growth of weeds. These weeds are regularly removed by the swidden
cultivator to preclude them from taking nutrients away from the crop under cultivation. Fourth,
during the harvesting season, the cultivator protects the crop from pests and (s)he often uses simple
implements to harvest the grain. In the process of harvesting the grain, the cultivator retains some of
the best seeds for the next planting. Finally, and this is the crucial stage, the cleared parcel of forest
land (hereafter CPFL) is left fallow after one or two harvests. Within a couple of years, a closed
canopy of secondary forest develops. If the CPFL is left fallow for an adequately long period of time
then nutrients will return to the soil and this will permit the above described swidden cycle to be
repeated.
Despite the significance of swidden agriculture in tropical developing countries, there is some
controversy about the merits of this kind of agriculture. On the one hand, scholars such as Dove
(1983), Southgate (1990), and Pearce and Warford (1993) have criticized this kind of agriculture.
Specifically, these scholars have claimed that swidden agriculture is environmentally harmful because
the land clearing activities of swidden cultivators is directly associated with extensive and ruinous
tropical forest deforestation. On the other hand, a second group of scholars including Peters and
Neuenschwander (1988) and Dufour (1990) have argued that in some situations, swidden agriculture
based on long fallow periods can be an ecologically and an economically sustainable enterprise in
tropical forests.
Batabyal and Lee (2003) and Batabyal and Beladi (2004) have recently argued convincingly
that the viability of swidden agriculture in the long run depends on a CPFL being fallowed at
appropriate points in time and for appropriate lengths of time.2 Although this is certainly true, as
noted by Dickinson (1972), Farnsworth and Golley (1973), and Eckholm (1976), what is also true
is that swidden cultivators canCand often have attempted toCincrease the number of harvests on a
particular CPFL before this CPFL must be fallowed by applying natural and/or chemical fertilizers.
However, beyond recognizing this essential point, scholars have not theoretically analyzed the
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fertilizer use decision problem faced by swidden cultivators. In addition, keeping in mind the dynamic
and the stochastic setting in which swidden cultivators typically operate, scholars have not studied
the conditions under which it is optimal to use fertilizers.
Given this state of affairs, our paper has three goals. Section 2 describes a dynamic and
stochastic model of fertilizer use. Section 3 first analyzes two different policies (fertilizer use and no
fertilizer use) for overseeing the problem of soil fertility deterioration. Next, this section identifies a
specific likelihood function and it shows that in addition to cost considerations, whether the problem
of soil fertility deterioration is best addressed with a fertilizer use policy or a no fertilizer use policy
depends primarily on this likelihood function. Finally, section 4 concludes and discusses ways in
which the research of this paper might be extended.
2. The Theoretical Framework
This paper’s model is adapted from previous research by Antelman and Savage (1965),
Batabyal and Yoo (1994), and Ross (1996, chapter 8). Consider a swidden cultivator and a dynamic
and stochastic parcel of forest land that has just been cleared for the planting of a particular crop. As
explained in section 1, this cultivator follows the swidden cycle and thereby obtains grain output from
successive harvests of the crop under study. Now, ceteris paribus, our cultivator would like to repeat
as many swidden cycles as possible on the CPFL but in doing this, (s)he must contend with the
deterioration in soil fertility on this CPFL. Put differently, our cultivator realizes that after a certain
number of crop harvests, the CPFL will not yield any tangible grain output and hence this CPFL will
need to be fallowed.
It is generally possible to extend the useful life of a CPFL, i.e., to increase the number of
harvests before the land is fallowed, by using fertilizers.3 This is a rationale for a policy of fertilizer
use by our cultivator. However, as noted by Dickinson (1972), Eckholm (1976), and others, fertilizers
are costly—chemical fertilizers more so than natural ones—and because swidden cultivators are
typically poor, small-scale farmers, they often will not possess the financial resources to use fertilizers.
In other words, although fertilizer use can be economically profitable, the cost of fertilizer use
frequently serves as a deterrent against its use.
We can now state the two policies that are available to our swidden cultivator. The first policy
is a passive one in which no fertilizer is used. Clearly, when our cultivator uses this policy, (s)he is
relying solely on natural or environmental factors to delay the deterioration in soil fertility. In
contrast, the second policy is an active one in which the cultivator uses fertilizers and thereby actively
attempts to retard the deterioration in soil fertility.
The essential stock variable that is affected by the repeated planting of the crop in question
is the stock of soil fertility. Notionally, this stock is very much like the stock of an exhaustible natural
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resource such as oil. Just as repeated extraction of this exhaustible resource draws down its stock,
similarly, repeated planting of a crop lowers the stock of soil fertility. The reader should note that
because of a variety of reasons, not the least of which is the swidden cultivator’s own crop planting
actions, the lowering of the stock of soil fertility is typically probabilistic and not deterministic. To
account for this aspect of the problem, we shall think of the soil fertility stock as a stochastic process
that can exist in one of many possible states. To this end, let state 0 be the best possible state of the
soil fertility stock. The reader should think of this state as corresponding to the state in which our
CPFL exists immediately after the completion of the first stage in the five stage swidden cycle that
we described in section 1. To model the stochastic soil fertility degradation process, we shall say that
the stock of soil fertility changes state in accordance with a Wiener process with drift δ>0. 4
With repeated planting of the crop in question, soil fertility on the CPFL deteriorates, our
Wiener process changes state, and eventually this process gets to a “breakdown” state in which the
land must be fallowed. Denote this breakdown or fallow state by f. The idea here is that once this
fallow state is reached, our swidden cultivator’s reliance on the passive policy in which natural or
environmental factors alone retard the deterioration in soil fertility, has run its course. Consequently,
the CPFL must now be left fallow for a certain period of time.5 When this is done, a secondary forest
cover gradually emerges on the CPFL. Mathematically, this means that our Wiener process eventually
returns to state 0. In other words, the state of the stock of soil fertility corresponds, once again, to
the state in which the CPFL exists right after the completion of the first stage in the five stage
swidden cycle. When the fallow state is reached, our cultivator must abandon the CPFL under study
and this cultivator must now look for and clear an alternate parcel of forest land. These land clearing
activities are costly. As such, let us denote the cost of the passive or no fertilizer use policy by c(f).
We now focus on the active policy in which our swidden cultivator uses fertilizers. The reader
should note that we are using the word “fertilizer” in a general way. In particular, this active policy
may involve the use of a natural or a chemical fertilizer. Further, depending on the crop that is being
grown, it may even make sense to use more than one fertilizer. The key thing to note is that in
contrast with the previously described passive or no fertilizer use policy, the active policy always
involves fertilizer use. Finally, note that for the active policy to make sense, our swidden cultivator
must use the fertilizer(s) before the Wiener process hits the fallow state f.
Now, because our swidden cultivator operates in a probabilistic environment, the pursuit of
the fertilizer use policy increases the likelihood that soil fertility on the CPFL will improve but it does
not guarantee that soil fertility will improve. Specifically, if the state of the Wiener process is b and
the active or fertilizer use policy is used, then this policy will be successful in improving soil fertility
with probability p(b) and it will be unsuccessful with probability 1&p(b). Why might a fertilizer use
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policy be unsuccessful in raising soil fertility? Two possible reasons come to mind. First, our swidden
cultivator may use too little or too much fertilizer and, as a result, soil fertility might not be impacted
in any significant manner. Second, this cultivator may use the wrong fertilizer and hence, once again,
there will be no improvement in soil fertility. If the fertilizer use policy is successful in improving soil
fertility then we suppose that our Wiener process returns to state 0. In other words, the state of the
stock of soil fertility corresponds to the state in which the CPFL exists right after the completion of
the first stage in the five stage swidden cycle. In contrast, if this fertilizer use policy is unsuccessful
in improving soil fertility then the Wiener process is assumed to go to state f. 6 The cost of attempting
to improve soil fertility actively in state b is c(b). Our charge now is to ascertain which policy, active
or passive, minimizes the long run average cost per time.
3. Active versus Passive Policies
3.1. Long run average cost per time
To calculate this cost function, we shall use renewal theory (see Ross (1996, chapter 3) and
Ross (2003, chapter 7)). Further, as far as the fertilizer use policy is concerned, we shall focus
attention on those policies that attempt to raise soil fertility when our Wiener process is in state b,
where 0<b<f. Given this stipulation, note that every time our Wiener process returns to state 0, we
have a renewal. Consequently, we can use a prominent result in renewal theory, namely, the renewalreward theorem,7 to calculate the long run average cost that we seek. Now, if we envision a cycle
being completed every time a renewal occurs, then the renewal-reward theorem tells us that the long
run average reward or cost (a negative reward) is given by the expected positive or negative return
earned in a cycle divided by the length of this cycle.
We now adapt the renewal-reward theorem to fit the problem that we are analyzing. This
gives us
Long Run Average Cost'

E[Cost per Cycle]
,
E[Length of Cycle]

(1)

where E[@] is the expectation operator. Now, calculating the numerator on the right-hand-side (RHS)
of equation (1) is fairly routine. Some thought tells us that the average cost per cycle is given by
c(b)%{1&p(b)}c(f). Hence, in symbols, we have
E[Cost per Cycle]'c(b)%{1&p(b)}c(f).

(2)
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The calculation of the average length of a renewal cycle is more involved. We proceed as in
Batabyal and Yoo (1994). Let us represent the average time it takes for our Wiener process to reach
state b with the function k(b). Now, it is well known that a Wiener process has independent and
stationary increments.8 Therefore, for any two states of the process b1 and b2, we can write
k(b1%b2)'k(b1)%k(b2).

(3)

Now, the previously mentioned properties of Wiener processes and equation (3) together tell us that
the function k(b) has the form k(b)'z@b, where z is a constant. It can be demonstrated that the
constant z'1/δ and therefore k(b)'b/δ. 9 This last finding permits us to conclude that
b
E[Length of Cycle]' .
δ

(4)

Now, using equations (2) and (4) together, we get
[Long Run Average Cost]A'

E[Cost per Cycle] δ[c(b)%{1&p(b)}c(f)]
'
.
E[Length of Cycle]
b

(5)

Equation (5) tells us that the long run average cost of raising soil fertility with the active or fertilizer
use policy is given by the ratio of the weighted sum of the two cost expressions c(b) and c(f) to the
state b, 0<b<f, in which this policy is utilized.
Our charge now is to ascertain the long run average cost of the passive or no fertilizer use
policy. For this policy, it is easy to see that E[Cost of Cycle]'c(f). Further, following the logic of
the derivation that led to equation (4), we deduce that E[Length of Cycle]'f/δ. Hence, putting these
two pieces of information together, we reason that
[Long Run Average Cost]P'

E[Cost per Cycle] δc(f)
'
.
E[Length of Cycle]
f

(6)

According to equation (6), the long run average cost of the passive policy in which our swidden
cultivator relies exclusively on natural or environmental factors to improve soil fertility is given by
the ratio of the product of the drift parameter of our Wiener process δ and the cost of locating and
clearing an alternate parcel of forest land c(f) to the fallow state f.
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Examining equation (5) it should be clear to the reader that for a specific likelihood function p(b),
we can always use calculus to minimize this long run average cost function. Even so, we now discuss
an important point and that point is this: The choice between the active policy and the passive policy
(see equations (5) and (6)) is, in large part, contingent on the likelihood function p(b).
3.2. Significance of the likelihood function
To see the above point, let us first equate the RHSs of equations (5) and (6). This gives us
a threshold value for the likelihood function and that value is
p(b)'

c(b) b
& %1.
c(f) f

(7)

When the likelihood function p(b) equals the RHS of equation (7), our swidden cultivator will be
indifferent between pursuing the fertilizer use policy and the no fertilizer use policy because both
policies give rise to the same long run average cost.
In contrast, consider the case where p(b)'1&b/f. In this case 1&p(b)'b/f and substituting this
value into the RHS of equation (5) and then comparing the result with the RHS of equation (6), we
see that
[Long Run Average Cost]A'

δc(b) δc(f) δc(f)
%
>
'[Long Run Average Cost]P.
b
f
f

(8)

Equation (8) explicitly tells us that when the likelihood function is p(b)'1&b/f, the optimal course
of action for our swidden cultivator is to not use fertilizers on the CPFL. This cultivator does better,
i.e., bears a lower long run average cost by relying solely on natural or environmental factors to
improve soil fertility on the CPFL.
As a second illustration, consider the likelihood function p(b)'{c(b)/c(f)}&(b/f)%2. In this
case 1&p(b)'(b/f)&{c(b)/c(f)}&1 and, once again, substituting this value into the RHS of equation
(5) and then comparing the result with the RHS of equation (6), we see that
[Long Run Average Cost]A'

δc(f) δc(f) δc(f)
&
<
'[Long Run Average Cost]P.
f
b
f

(9)

In this second illustration, equation (9) clearly tells us that when the likelihood function is
p(b)'{c(b)/c(f)}&(b/f)%2, it is optimal for our swidden cultivator to pursue the active policy in which
(s)he relies on fertilizers—and not on natural or environmental factors—to improve soil fertility on
the CPFL. Put differently, this cultivator bears a lower long run average cost by using fertilizers to
6

raise soil fertility on the CPFL.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we provided a theoretical analysis of the “to use or not to use fertilizer” question
facing a swidden cultivator. In particular, we shed light on two issues. First, we analyzed two
different policies (fertilizer use and no fertilizer use) for overseeing the problem of soil fertility
deterioration. Second, we identified a particular likelihood function and we showed that whether the
problem of soil fertility impairment is best addressed with a fertilizer use policy or with a no fertilizer
use policy depends essentially on this likelihood function.
The analysis contained in this paper can be extended in a number of ways. In what follows,
we propose two potential extensions of this paper’s research. First, the reader will note that we
modeled the stochastic decline in soil fertility on the CPFL with a Wiener process. Therefore, it would
be interesting to examine the extent to which the results of this paper hold when alternate stochastic
processes are used to model the random movement toward the fallow state. Second, it would be
useful to compare the approach of this paper with an alternate approach in which in addition to the
fallowing costs and the costs of fertilizer use, it is costly for a swidden cultivator to determine the
current state of the stochastic process denoting soil fertility. Studies of fertilizer use in swidden
agriculture that incorporate these aspects of the problem into the analysis will provide additional
insights into how one might manage the problem of soil fertility deterioration.
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